
Does Qualitative Assessment of Biopsychosocial Conditions (Qual-ABC) coding predict Screen Failure 
or Early Termination in Schizophrenia Clinical Trials?

Methodological Question Being Addressed:

Some of the most important factors contributing to the success of clinical trials is appropriate 
screening of subjects for eligibility and overall, careful participant selection. It has been suggested 
that recruitment and data-based management of recruitment is a necessity in clinical trials 
(Hunninghake, 1987). Clinical trials in CNS have faced various challenges that require unique 
solutions to gaps and disconnects between clinical feasibility and regulatory demands (Kemp, 2008). 
The Qualitative Assessment of Biopsychosocial Conditions (Qual-ABC) is a tool to help clinicians 
detect possible, probable, or likely confounds in subjects presenting for clinical research studies. 
This measure is intended to identify factors that are unrelated to the protocol’s stated inclusion/
exclusion criteria but may have an impact on subject’s ability to remain in the study. While the 
specific operational criteria will vary for different conditions, some features are consistent across 
diagnostic categories and therapeutic areas. The Qual-ABC is completed by site staff or remotely by 
trained clinicians, with results incorporated from study interviews and assessments. The four areas 
assessed by clinicians in this study are; verification of diagnosis, patient capacity, insight/therapeutic 
expectation/motivation, and symptom profile with a final fitness summary (FS) score provided by the 
reviewer (reviewer recommendation) for subject inclusion; “allowed/eligible (0), questionable (1), not 
eligible (2)”.

Introduction (Aims):

This study focuses on the relationship between screen failure (SF), early termination rate (ET) and the 
reviewer coding (FS), in a schizophrenia clinical trial where all participants were randomized, with a 
double-blind design, across multiple sites, globally. When a subject is SF or ET, they are determined to 
have failed to complete the trial. 

495 subjects from 56 sites with 678 assessments have been included in this progressive three-part 
analysis. A descriptive analysis was conducted showing distribution of FS scores, screening status, 
discontinued status, and general correlations among items. Correlation scores and regression models 
were used to determine the relationship among SF, ET and FS. Finally, based on the results in step 2, the 
FS scores were recoded and reanalyzed. 

Methods:

The results of this study suggest that the Qual-ABC is predictive of screen failure or early termination, 
based on FS scores > 0. It may be used as a tool in clinical trials to better inform site staff of any 
potential confounds in study subjects presenting for screening. Further evaluation of the performance 
of the Qual-ABC across diagnoses should be conducted to determine if the FS is predictive of ET/
SF in a transdiagnostic fashion. This analysis has demonstrated that the Qual-ABC is appropriate 
to be used in global, multisite, double blind, randomized clinical trials for schizophrenia. Our current 
research has addressed the difference in scores, and their relationship to SF and ET, based on the 
reviewer recommendation, but additional analysis on other outcomes (e.g. signal/noise ratio) is 
planned.

Conclusion/Discussion:
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Figure 1: Frequency Plot for Fitness Summary Score vs. Screening Status
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Frequency tables were generated, and it was found that there is a general trend that higher FS score 
corresponds to higher ET rate (Table 2). When the fitness score changes from 0 to 1, the SF rate also 
increases (Table 1). However, the correlation matrix of SF, ET and FS scores shows weak relationship 
among them (r=.22 for SF vs. FS; r=.06 for ET vs. FS). The logistic regression models confirmed the 
relationship, and there are no significant differences by site.  

However, when the FS variable was dichotomized (0, >0), there was a significant main effect (p = .001) 
for the SF results (Table 3). 

Results:

Figure 2: Frequency Plot for Fitness Summary Score vs. Discontinued (ET) Condition
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

The home institution of the authors (MedAvante-ProPhase Inc.) holds the copyright for the Qual-ABC.
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Table 1: Fitness Summary and Screen Failure Frequency (allowed/eligible (0), questionable (1), not eligible (2))
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Fitness SF0 SF1 SF Rate

0 188 16 0.078

1 27 11 0.289

2 7 1 0.125
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Table 2: Fitness Summary and Early Termination Frequency (allowed/eligible (0), questionable (1), not eligible (2))
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Fitness ET0 ET1 ET Rate

0 84 49 0.368

1 7 6 0.462

2 1 1 0.500

Table 3: Result of Regression Model After Item Levels’ Combination (fitness 0 vs fitness 1, 2)
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coefficients:

(Intercept) 0.2605 -9.439 0.000

0.425 3.335 0.001

Estimate

-2.4585

FT (1,2) 1.4171

Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
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